Rock slides on rock slopes? SPIDER® secures
the loose rock even on irregular surfaces and
overhangs.

The SPIDER® rock protection system
is functionally and economically
superior to conventional protection methods:
- Spiral rope nets made of
stranded 4 mm steel wire with
a high tensile strength of at
least 1770 N/mm2
- can be dimensioned for selected
areas of sliding rock
- for active or passive protection
methods
- Integrated system components
work evenly across the entire
protected area
- can be laid out over large areas
from 20 x 3.5 m rolls
- optimized corrosion protection
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Conventional methods in rock slope
protection: Costs and benefits should
be carefully considered…
Several conventional solutions of protective methods for

elements (e.g. the wire connectors to fasten the wire

rock ledges, rock overhangs or individual loose rock

ropes to one another) is questionable at best. The

areas – from case to case more or less appropriate – are

fastening elements, which are used to affix the individual

being used:

mesh panels, only offer a limited amount of strength.

- Anchor beams
- Gunite cladding
- Wire rope nets

4) Wire rope nettings and rope

- Wire rope nettings and rope restraints

restraints
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The force absorption capabilities of wire rope nettings
1) Anchor beams

and rope restraints only have a limited effect. Because

This protection method often needs comprehensive,

the componentry used is not coordinated, the stability of

difficult and cost intensive construction. Because of this,

each utilized part is not equally distributed. Also,

during construction whole road sections are closed. High

adequate protective methods can be difficult to

visibility of the anchor beam can disrupt the natural

dimension. This is especially problematic for rock areas

scenery immensely.

with irregular surfaces. Ropes can only work locally. Also,
with time the rope tension is reduced, which impairs the

2) Gunite claddings

protection level.

In order to achieve sufficient stiffness, the supporting
nails or anchors must be set in a tight grid. In addition,
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the cladding bowl needs to be of a minimum thickness.
High material usages leading to high costs are the
consequence. Added to this, gunite cladding is often
aesthetically displeasing and is damaged by water and
the influences of weather – which in the long run lead to
chipped and cracked surfaces.
3) Wire rope nets
In the past, to achieve flexible securing of a rock, wire
rope nets were often used combined with rock nails or
anchors. Due to the given geometry of the square or
rectangular nets, the nail grid is inflexible: as such it
cannot adapt to the local rock dimensions, or only to a
certain extent – and so it cannot be optimized. A further
disadvantage has proven to be that the individual net
panels can only cover a few square meters each: to
connect these to larger areas is relatively time consuming.
Since net ropes are generally made from wires with a
diameter of ≤ 1.0 mm, which only allows for minor zinc
plating, the life expectancy of such methods is limited.
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Generally the corrosion protection of the fastening

4a

4b

SPIDER® adapts flexibly to surfaces, but it also
expands in the direction of the load, which is
beneficial to the restraining capabilities.
Thanks to its stability and the geometry of the meshes,

rockfall protection installations. As an economical

the SPIDER spiral rope net is suitable to protect:

alternative, or as an intermediary solution, with the

- Rocks that threaten to break off or

installations of SPIDER® spiral rope nets, such potential

®

slide down from a slope

rock slides or break-offs can be mitigated.

- Rock ledges and overhangs
- Unstable rock formations
on very irregular surface structures and large segments of
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weathered surfaces: The spiral net, produced from a highstrength 4 mm steel wire can be pulled over edges and
ledges without any problems or be anchored in cavities or
niches (1). Depending on the composition of the rock
formation, a finer-meshed secondary netting can be installed underneath the SPIDER® spiral rope net.
One system, two protection
concepts…
The SPIDER® spiral rope nets are secured over rock nails
with spike plates or, as the case may be, to rock anchors
against the rock surface.
- For an active protection of large areas of rock
formation, the SPIDER® spiral rope net is not only
anchored to the border ropes (2) but also across the
whole area with a nail grid (3).
- In places where only smaller, local limited sections
are in danger, it is sufficient to pack these into the
SPIDER® spiral rope net as a passive protective
measure and to anchor these all around with border
ropes. Temporary nails in most cases are not
necessary.
…also for strengthening conventional protective methods.
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Often, protection with conventional wire mesh (e.g.
simple hexagon mesh) proves in time to be insufficient.
To improve the protection level considerably, SPIDER®
spiral rope nets can be pulled over a conventional installation for fortification.
A second area of application is to be found in areas with
older rock fall protection installations: Due to advanced
weathering of rock formations, often slides or break-offs
may exceed the energy absorption capacity of older
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We developed the SPIDER® rock protection system with
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the objective to ensure an optimal anchoring in the
bedrock. Seen from a statical point of view all individual
components play a major role in this regard.

Carefully coordinated components
result in an effective rock protection
system.
1) SPIDER® spiral rope net

5) Net connection elements

The SPIDER spiral rope net – manufactured from a

SPIDER® spiral rope net panels are easily interconnected

spiral rope made of high-strength 4 mm steel wire has

by means of 3/8“ shackles. Thus an optimal force

a tensile strength of more than 1770 N/mm . The wire

transmission between the spiral rope net panels is

is extremely tough, abrasion-proof and can be pulled

achieved.

®
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unsparingly over sharp rock edges without being
damaged. The spiral rope net made with a rhomboid
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mesh shows a load capacity of 220 kN/m lengthwise. As
such it is far superior to conventionel wire rope nettings
with or without a lengthwise fortification. The spiral
rope net is delivered on rolls of 20 m x 3.5 m, which can
be laid out efficiently – and thanks to the comparatively
large areas it can cover – it can be fastened with a relatively small amount of seaming or connections.
2) Nails and anchors
The SPIDER® spiral rope net harmonizes with local rock
static requirements and can be pulled across the surface
according to our measuring concept with standard
commercial nails (GEWI, TITAN, IBO, etc.) and spiral
rope anchors. The nails, which are arranged in a grid
format, can also serve to secure pervasive slope failures

Optional components
SPIDER® spike plate P11 and

or land-slides.

temporary nails

3) SPIDER® system spike plate P33

the interior of the rock slope protection system offers

Our rigid spike plate, reinforced with strengthening
grooves, is used as a standard anchorage of the net to
static bearing nails or spiral rope anchors. The spike
plates fulfill two tasks: on the one hand they anchor the
net, on the other hand they ensure optimal load
distribution within the entire system.
4) Border ropes and temporary
ropes
The SPIDER® spiral rope net can basically be fastened on
all four sides and pulled tight with spiral rope anchors.
By mounting additional secondary ropes the net can also
be positioned in concave areas (e.g. next to overhangs,
localized cavities) closely to the bedrock.
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The SPIDER® spike plate P11 for temporary nails of
an ideal complement to the SPIDER® system spike
plate P 33. It is optimized for combination use with
temporary nails with 20 to 25 mm diameters.

SPIDER® is superior to conventional
wire rope nets... In every way.

The SPIDER® rock protection system technology is based
on decades of experience in the area of slope stabilization.
The state of development that we’ve reached today
speaks for itself:
1) Efficient installation
SPIDER® spiral rope nets are delivered in rolls of 20 m x
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3.5 m and as such allow for a quicker installation as
compared to individual nets. In addition, because of the
longer net panels there are fewer horizontal connections
in the fall line, which reduces the time and effort considerably.
2) Simple interconnection of net
panels
SPIDER® spiral rope net panels are connected by using
shackles. This flexible interconnection ensures an optimal
force transmission over the entire SPIDER® rock protection system. Conventional interweaving or seaming
such as is required with other systems, is as such for the
most part unnecessary.
3) Optimized force transmission
Since our system spike plate is made to harmonize with
the spiral rope nets, it is ideal for anchoring against the
surface – even on very irregular rock formations.
4) Flexible nail pattern
The SPIDER® rock protection system allows the pattern
of the nails to be adapted to any geological and geometric
condition; without being constrained by net shape.
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5) Highly resistant wires, long
life expectancy
The SPIDER® spiral rope net is made of high-tensile steel
wire of 4 mm diameter. Compared to conventional rope
nets with wire diameters between 0.6 and 1.0 mm a considerably larger amount of zinc coating can be applied. To
achieve this we use the GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING®
method, with which, incidentally, the life expectancy is
proven to be ten times longer.
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Performance data from countless
trials as the basis…
In order to determine the bearing resistance of the
individual components and of the entire system, we have
conducted numerous, targeted tests under the supervision
of the the Bavaria Regional Trade Institute LGA (Landesgewerbeanstalt) in Germany. On the one hand, these
serve as the basis for measuring purposes, on the other
hand for specification purposes.

RUVOLUM® ROCK:
Our dimensioning concept makes
the protection level verifiable.
…a well thought-out dimensioning model as a factor for safety.
In order to dimension the protection measures and to
realize the appropriate evidence of bearing resistance, the
following parameters are included in the calculations:
- the maximum influence expected depending on the
local geological and geometrical situation
- the determined bearing resistance of the SPIDER®
rock protection system
- the intended factor of safety
Proven methods, convincing
solutions.
RUVOLUM® ROCK analyzes specific rupture mechanisms
in rock formations, which can slide in defined slope
areas. Taking equilibrium considerations into account,
the relation between stabilizing and driving forces is
established while allowing for the loads in accordance to
the Mohr-Coulomb theory. Depending on the geometry
of the analyzed rupture mechanisms as well as the
neighboring terrain, it is shown that the SPIDER® spiral
rope net absorbs the assumed maximum effects and can
divert them to the surrounding system (nail systems,
ropes, rope anchors).
Along with the sliding ruptured objects, toppling
mechanisms can be analyzed and the SPIDER® rock
protection system can be dimensioned respectively.
With these calculations the SPIDER® protection system
can be applied in the best possible way to the project-

Example of a site dimensioned

specific requirements. In other words: the number of

with RUVOLUM® ROCK

This, on the other hand, ensures – with minimal

Spiral rope net SPIDER® S4-230

material use and installation effort – protection without

Spiral rope anchor D = 14.5 mm, L = 2.5-3.0 m

compromise.

Border rope D = 14 mm

ca. 4 m

required anchors and their relative positions is optimized.

2-3 nails with system spike plate
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ca. 3 m

What makes SPIDER® rock protection
systems so economical: The corrosion protection
concept.
Basically we supply all steel components (system spike

GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING® surpasses even SUPERCOATING® three-

plates P33 and P11) hot-dip galvanized and the

fold:

SPIDER® spiral rope nets with GEOBRUGG SUPER-

The cross sections illustrated below show a comparison of wires treated with GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING® and

COATING® or GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING®, the 3rd

hot-dip galvanization. The pictures were taken by an electron microscope after the wires had been exposed to

generation of our zinc/aluminum coating. This consider-

environmental influences for 14 years. GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING® even surpasses this comparison three-fold.

ably improves the corrosion resistance of the wires in
the SPIDER® nets: Comparison tests with conventional
1

galvanized wires yield at least a three to four times
longer lifespan.

1

2

2

®

GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING :
3

The intelligent kind of coating.

3

Like with Supecoating, the wires first run through a zinc
bath and afterwards a zinc/aluminum-bath. The result is

GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING®

Hot-dip galvanizing

an eutectic alloy with 5% aluminum, 94.5% zinc and

(1) smooth surface (aluminum oxide layer)

(1) heterogeneous surface (zinc), partially complete

0.5% of a special element. Thanks to this the smooth

(2) homogeneous coating (zinc/aluminum)

surface remains after being attacked by corrosion, since

(3) wire (Fe)

disintegration and/or already with rust formation
(2) hard zinc layer (iron/zinc)

the corrosion leads to a reduction of the zinc layer and to

(3) wire (Fe)

formation of an aluminum oxide layer. This latter guarantees the protected object an economical lifespan even

GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING® in the salt spray test

in corrosive environments (roads, railways, industry,

In the salt spray test (NaCI) according to EN ISO 9227/DIN 50021/ASTM B117, with ULTRACOATING® it takes ten

coastal and volcanic regions).

times longer for 5% dark brown rust to occur than with zinc. In order to achieve the same corrosion protection as that
provided by 150 g/m² ULTRACOATING®, it would be necessary to apply 1500 g/m² with hot-dip galvanizing.

conventional galvanizing
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Behavior in the salt spray test
GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING®
GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING®
Hot-dip galvanizing

Required coating (g/m²)

GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING® / ULTRACOATING®

Exposure in hours until the occurrence of 5% dark-brown rust
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Required coating thicknesses
to achieve the same performance for 2900 hours
of salt spray test until the occurrence of 5%
dark-brown rust
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SPIDER®: The installation is
pleasantly simple and maintenance
is rarely needed.
In just a few simple steps …
Depending on the composition and nature of the rock
formation that is to be secured, we suggest removing all
loose material or to mount a secondary netting before
the protection system is installed.
The actual installation of the SPIDER® rock protection
system then involves a minimal amount of effort:
because the spiral rope net is delivered in rolls, after
fastening it to the upper border rope it can be rolled off
in a controlled and adequately safe manner downslope
(1). In doing so, an area of 70 m2 is covered in one
operation. The next step involves fastening the spiral

1

rope net on the side and lower border ropes, or, as the
case may be connecting it with shackles to the neighboring
panel(s) thus maintaining an optimal force transmission
over the entire system. Connecting with border ropes,
incidentally, is possible in two ways: Either the ropes are
threaded into the net meshes (2), or they are hung with
the use of shackles. To complete the installation the rock
protection system is pulled across the prepared nailed
area and – where necessary – it is fastened with auxiliary
and secondary nails to chasms, local recesses and cavities.
Thanks to our spike plates, both tasks are completed with
little manual effort.
SPIDER® rock protection systems
are basically maintenance free.
Despite the high level of protection, we nonetheless
recommend periodic inspections. The reason: SPIDER®
is – with regards to its optimal force absorption and force
distribution capabilities – designed as a flexible rock
protection system. It can as such become slightly
deformed under exposure to such strain. With adequate
dimensioning and expansion, the bearing capability of
the system remains fully encompassed.
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Where our SPIDER® rock protection
systems has proven itself:
In practice.

Among many others, here are a few examples:
1
1)

Taubenloch, Biel (Switzerland)

2)

Leuk, Wallis (Switzerland)

3)

Lochezen, Walenstadt (Switzerland)

4)

Oulx, Turin (Italy)

3

2

4
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Decisive factors for clients and
planners….
Because SPIDER® rock protection systems are designed

Competent, project-specific

and thought-out as complete systems, they lead to

consulting and planning

solutions that are convincing in the long run:

- As a customer you can take advantage of our
know-how gained from numerous projects, realized

Proof of protection and
protection rating
- The rock slope protection methods are rated

geological aspects.
- Our engineers support you and your local planner,

according to geological and geometric conditions.

if desired, in evaluating your protection method.

- The relevant bearing resistances for dimensioning

- To plan solutions which adequately consider the risk

and specification purposes were determined and

situations of the topographical conditions, we work

documented under the supervision of the Bavaria

with the SPIDER® specific evaluation model

Regional Trade Institute LGA (Landesgewerbeanstalt)

RUVOLUM® ROCK.

in Germany
- Depending on the hazard potential, either an
intensive protection can be realized, which only allows
marginal deformation with regards to rock slides
(nail pattern across the whole area to be protected)
or a passive rock fall protection, with which larger
deformations are acceptable (nail pattern only along
the border ropes).
Minimize risks – by toughening
up conventional methods
- The SPIDER® spiral rope net can be used to strengthen inadequately dimensioned protection methods.
The spiral rope net is for this purpose simply laid over
the existing netting.
- Sliding objects due to advanced weathering, which
have exceeded the absorption capacity of existing
rock slide barriers, can partially be secured with the
SPIDER® spiral rope net.
Maintenance free and extremely
durable
- The SPIDER® rock protection system is basically
maintenance free. We do, however, recommend
periodic inspections.
- Our SPIDER® spiral rope net made of 4 mm steel wire
has significantly more efficient corrosion protection
than rope nets that are produced from wires of 0.6
to 1.0 mm in diameter.
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on all continents and with a variety of different

Factors that convince the contractor…
When we developed the SPIDER® rock protection
system, we also optimized the ease of installation. The
result: compared to conventional protection methods,
the number of tasks needed to be performed is reduced
– and with it the time needed – to a minimum.
Less clearing work
- The number of anchor points can be adapted flexibly
to the local geological and geometric conditions.
- The SPIDER® spiral rope net adapts to the topography of the rock slope.
Simplest installation in the
shortest period of time
- The SPIDER® spiral rope net is installed from rolls of
20 x 3.5 m, which reduces the amount of horizontal
connections in the fall line considerably.
- The rolls are connected with 3/8” shackles. Thus an
optimal force transmission is achieved. Time-intensive
interweaving or seaming is not needed.
- The tough SPIDER® spiral rope netting can be pulled
over rock ledges without any problems.
- The lightweight components allow an installation
without cranes and other building equipment
– even in isolated areas.
- Professional installation is facilitated with a detailed,
illustrated system manual. If desired by the contractor,
a Geobrugg professional can support the construction
team locally on the first day of installation.
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From the technical view…

About «product liability»

SPIDER® net

Rockfall, slides, mudflows and avalanches are natural

Mesh shape

rhomboid

events and therefore cannot be calculated. This is why it

Mesh size

292 x 500 mm (+/- 5%)

is impossible to determine or guarantee absolute safety

Number of horizontal meshes

2 meshes per running meter

for persons and property with scientific methods. This

Number of vertical meshes

3.4 meshes per running meter

means that to provide the protection we strive for, it is
imperative to maintain and service protective systems

SPIDER® steel wire

regularly and appropriately. Moreover, the degree of

Wire diameter

4.0 mm

protection can be diminished by events that exceed the

Density

min. 1770 N/mm2

absorption capacity of the system as calculated to good

Material

carbon steel, high-tensile

engineering practice, failure to use original parts or
corrosion (i.e., from environmental pollution or other

SPIDER® spiral rope

outside influences).

Strand diameter

8.6 mm

Construction

1x3

Geobrugg protects people and
infrastructure.

SPIDER® net roll

We develop and manufacture technologically mature

Net roll borders

knotted

protective systems from steel wire nets. These are now in

Roll width

3.5 m

use around the world. Our dynamic and static (barrier)

Roll length

20 m

systems provide tested protection against

Total area per roll

70 m2

- rockfall

Weight per m2

2.7 kg

- avalanches

Weight per net roll

190 kg

- mudflows
- slope instabilities

SPIDER® corrosion protection

They help to protect people and infrastructure from the

GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING®

(95% Zn/5% Al)

forces of nature.

GEOBRUGG ULTRACOATING

(94.5% Zn/5% Al + 0.5% special element)

®

Coating thickness

min. 150 g/m2

Geobrugg AG
Protection Systems
Aachstrasse 11 • CH-8590 Romanshorn • Switzerland
Phone +41 71 466 81 55 • Fax +41 71 466 81 50
www.geobrugg.com • info@geobrugg.com
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